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This full-color text and practical clinical reference provides comprehensive information on herbal remedies for both large
and small animal species. Key coverage includes clinical uses of medicinal plants, specific information on how to
formulate herbal remedies, a systems-based review of plant-based medicine, and in-depth information on the different
animal species--dog, cat, avian and exotic, equine, food animal, and poultry.
This beautiful recipe book and journal is the perfect place to keep all of your herbal recipes in one place. The recipe
pages are set up so you can record and always remember that blend that worked so well and the journal pages are
perfect for keeping additional notes on preparation, the results, and any tips and tricks you have discovered along the
way. It's also great for keeping a record of and tracking your herb garden. This book is perfect for every stage of your
herbal healing journey!This book is perfect for beginner herbalists, those who love to forage and wildcraft, and those who
just love to create natural remedies to help support their family's body in healing and wellness. Your journey to wellness
is a beautiful adventure that deserves a beautiful journal to write down and keep all of your recipes. Using this book
means you have something so wonderful to pass down to your children or friend so they, too, can enjoy the wonderful
medicinal powers of plant based medicine.
Dive into the world of green witchery and uncover the destiny at the bottom of your tea cup with spells, rituals, and
divination. This practical guide introduces you to the world of herbal magic, healing spells, and tea leaf divination. Packed
with helpful information and rituals you can incorporate into daily life, Herbal Tea Magic for the Modern Witch is a musthave for fortune-tellers and aspiring witches alike. Inside you’ll find: A brief history of tea divination and herbalism
Information on different herbs and their magical properties How to read tea leaves Herbal tea recipes And much more!
Flip to the handy symbol dictionary to easily divine your future, or find the perfect ritual for any event happening in your
life. Herbal Tea Magic for the Modern Witch has all “the tea” on everyday magic.
Presents profiles of forty popular herbs and spices used for making tea, and includes advice for growing, gathering,
blending, and brewing
Fight Colds and Flu Lower Cholesterol Beat Depression Banish Fatigue Enhance Memory Lose Weight And More! An
ancient Chinese legend: Once there was a man who knew 100,000 healing properties of herbs. He taught his son 80,000
secrets. On his deathbed, he told his son to visit his grave in five years, and there he would find the other 20,000 secrets.
When the son went to his father's grave, he found, growing on the site, the tea shrub.... Teas are the gentle, natural,
most beneficial way to absorb the healing properties of herbs--easily and inexpensively. A simple cup of tea not only has
the power to soothe and relax but to deliver healing herbal agents to the bloodstream more quickly than capsules,
tinctures, or infusions. Feeling tired? Rose hip tea will rev you up and beautify your skin. Need some help with your diet?
Ginger tea will provide the boost you need and help aching joints too. Hot or iced, these pure and simple drinks offer
delicious ways to stay healthy and revitalize you from the inside out. This unique guide offers: An A-Z listing of common
ailments followed by the teas best used to treat them Instructions on how to create your own medicinal kitchen Advice on
creating your own tea blends Descriptions of the top 100 herbs and their secret healing properties And much, much
more!
If you want to reconnect with nature and discover the healing power of herbs then keep reading... The truth is... our
bodies give us signs to heal imbalances. But if we ignore these signs and ONLY rely on conventional drugs to cover up
the symptoms instead of searching for and managing the root cause, it can be a recipe for disaster. You will learn: The
ONE Herb You Need to Calm Your Nerves and Anxiety and How to Make It Into a Tincture or Essential Oil and More...
How to Make Your Natural First-Aid Kit The Necessity of Understanding the Anatomy of Herbs 14 Effective Ways to
Harness the Essence of Herbs 71 Ailments and Their Herbal Remedies at Your Fingertips The Benefits of Herbalism and
What's Important for Your Body 40 Herbs Found In America and Europe, How to Grow, Harvest and Use Them A Simple
Strategy to Make Your Dream Home Apothecary Into a Reality If you want to get rid of the ailment, you need to find and
treat the root cause. That is possible with medicinal herbs, and this book will show you the way! ? Even if you've never
made or tried a home remedy, this guide is so fun and easy to follow that you can start making your own herbal medicine
in just 10 days. With The Art of Herbal Healing: Herbalism for Beginners, an expert herbalist, Ava Green, will take you on
a unique herbal journey where you will learn how to find science-backed natural remedies for your ailments. To help
protect YOU and YOUR family. If you never want to rely on pharmaceuticals again, get it now! Scroll up to the top of the
page and select "Add to Cart"
Did you know there’s a powerful herbal medicine chest in your kitchen? Imagine being prepared for that next cold,
scrape, headache, digestive issue, stressful day, or sleepless night with simple ingredients from your cupboard. Instead
of pills, reach for: Cinnamon Tea to soothe your throat . . . Garlic Hummus to support your immune system . . . Ginger
Lemon Tea for cold and flu symptoms . . . Cayenne Salve to relieve sore muscles . . . Cardamom Chocolate Mousse
Cake for heart health . . . A glass of Spiced Cold Brew Coffee as a powerful antioxidant . . . Alchemy of Herbs will show
you how to transform common ingredients into foods and remedies that heal. What were once everyday flavorings will
become your personal kitchen apothecary. While using herbs can often seem complicated or costly, this book offers a
way to learn that’s as simple and inexpensive as cooking dinner. With the guidance of herbalist Rosalee de la Forêt,
you’ll understand how to match the properties of each plant to your own unique needs, for a truly personalized approach
to health for you and your family. In addition to offering dozens of inspiring recipes, Rosalee examines the history and
modern-day use of 29 popular herbs, supporting their healing properties with both scientific studies and in-depth research
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into herbal energetics. Grow your knowledge of healing herbs and spices, and start using nature’s pharmacy to feed,
heal, and nurture your whole family!
The highly anticipated cookbook from the immensely popular food blog Minimalist Baker, featuring 101 all-new simple,
vegan recipes that all require 10 ingredients or less, 1 bowl or 1 pot, or 30 minutes or less to prepare Dana Shultz
founded the Minimalist Baker blog in 2012 to share her passion for simple cooking and quickly gained a devoted
worldwide following. Now, in this long-awaited debut cookbook, Dana shares 101 vibrant, simple recipes that are entirely
plant-based, mostly gluten-free, and 100% delicious. Packed with gorgeous photography, this practical but inspiring
cookbook includes: • Recipes that each require 10 ingredients or less, can be made in one bowl, or require 30 minutes or
less to prepare. • Delicious options for hearty entrées, easy sides, nourishing breakfasts, and decadent desserts—all on
the table in a snap • Essential plant-based pantry and equipment tips • Easy-to-follow, step-by-step recipes with
standard and metric ingredient measurements Minimalist Baker’s Everyday Cooking is a totally no-fuss approach to
cooking for anyone who loves delicious food that happens to be healthy too.
In The Healing Garden, Deb Soule, founder of Avena Botanicals, offers an inspiring guide to herb gardening and crafting
herbal remedies that promote wellness of spirit and body. Soule combines her passion for plants gardens, and healing
with her extensive experience working with medicinal herbs, flowers, roots, and berries. Her practical advice addresses
each aspect of fostering a garden filled with helpful, healing plants: biodynamic gardening practices; gathering plants and
setting up a drying room; and creating herbal teas, decoctions, tinctures, syrups, tonics, vinegars, essences, and more. A
chapter outlining eighteen medicinal herbs provides detailed information on their cultivation and healing properties. Molly
Haley's colorful photography showcases Avena Botanicals' lush herb gardens in all seasons. The Healing Garden is
grounded in respect for the interconnectedness of all living beings and is an eloquent plea for spiritual awareness and the
wholeness of individuals, communities, and our planet.
Treat Ailments the Natural Way with Plants and Herbs from Your Yard Your garden or neighborhood could hold all the
plants and herbs you need to treat everything from respiratory issues to nerve pain to colic using natural remedies that
are just as good for your body as they are for the environment. The Backyard Herbal Apothecary is packed to the brim
with information on 50 different plants, recipes for 56 remedies and beautiful photography on every page. Devon Young,
founder of the holistic lifestyle blog Nitty Gritty Life, is a trained herbalist and is well practiced in developing and
implementing herbal remedies. As a result, each of Devon’s recipes is a natural and effective tonic for your health
concerns. Use cottonwood to make a salve for achy joints, heal minor bumps and bruises with the common yard daisy,
infuse some nettle to make an allergy–season combating tincture and so much more, all using safe and locally foraged
plants. Poignant, captivating writing awakens the senses as you learn about the healing quality of each plant and
discover how to grow and forage plants and herbs in a safe and sustainable way.
Simple, safe, and effective herbal remedies for women of all ages. For centuries women have turned to herbs to cope
with a wide variety of health problems and conditions. Comprehensive and easy-to-use, Herbal Healing for Women
explains how to create remedies—including teas, tinctures, salves, and ointments—for the common disorders that arise in
the different cycles of a woman's life. Covering adolescence, childbearing years, pregnancy and childbirth, and
menopause, Rosemary Gladstar teaches how herbs can be used to treat the symptoms of conditions such as acne,
PMS, morning sickness, and hot flashes. A complete women's health-care manual, Herbal Healing for Women discusses:
-common disorders and the herbs that are effective for treating them -how to select and store herbs -preparation of
hundreds of herbal remedies -an alphabetical listing of herbs, including a brief description of the herb, the general
medicinal usage, and when necessary, warnings about potential side effects. By explaining the properties of specific
herbs and the art of preparation, Rosemary Gladstar demonstrates not only how to achieve healing through herbs but
good health as well.
304 color pages, paperback, improved print quality, and a lot more plant identification detailsThis unique book is written
by Dr. Nicole Apelian, an herbalist with over 20 years of experience working with plants, and Claude Davis, a wild west
expert passionate about the lost remedies and wild edibles that kept previous generations alive.The Lost Book of Herbal
Remedies has color pictures of over 181 healing plants, lichens, and mushrooms of North America (2-4 pictures/plant for
easy identification). Inside, you'll also discover 550 powerful natural remedies made from them for every one of your daily
needs. Many of these remedies had been used by our forefathers for hundreds of years, while others come from Dr.
Nicole's extensive natural practice.This book was made for people with no prior plant knowledge who are looking for
alternative ways to help themselves or their families.This lost knowledge goes against the grain of mainstream medicine
and avoids just dealing with symptoms. Instead, it targets the underlying root cause and strengthens your body's natural
ability to repair itself. With the medicinal herbal reference guide included, it's very easy to look up your own condition and
see exactly which herbs and remedies can help.Let me just offer you a small glimpse of what you'll find inside:On page
145 learn how to make a powerful "relieving" extract using a common backyard weed. This plant acts directly on the
central nervous system to help with all kinds of pain and discomfort.You'll also discover the most effective natural
antibiotic that still grows in most American backyards (page 150).Turn to page 43 for the natural protocol Dr. Nicole is
recommending for a wide range of auto-immune conditions, after falling prey to MS herself at age 29.I could go on and
on because this book contains no less than 800+ other medicinal plants and natural remedies.
Echinacea and gingko biloba are well-known herbal remedies for common ailments such as colds and memory loss. But
the vast majority of herbal aids are underused as treatments or preventatives for everything from insomnia to arthritis to
heart disease. In THE COMPLETE HOME GUIDE TO HERBS, NATURAL HEALTH, AND NUTRITION, herbal
practitioner Jill Rosemary Davies explains how to promote good health by understanding the body and how it is affected
by a wide range of healing plants. She teaches you how to use herbs as potent tools for natural healing as well as how to
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combine them with nutrition and exercise for a healthy lifestyle. Additionally, you'll find: Sections on cleansings, immunity,
life stages, and body systems; a complete A to Z of diseases and treatments; and a section on first aid. Instructions for
making your own herbal teas, decoctions, tinctures, ointments, oils, and more. And because the herbs used in this book
are widely available in health food stores, drug stores, and grocery stores-some you'll even find growing in your own
backyard-incorporating a greater range of beneficial herbs into your life will be all the more simple. Open the book to any
page and you'll feel like you've stumbled upon Mother Nature's best-kept secrets.
An introduction to the world's teas and their healing qualities! A relaxing cup of tea is a soothing way to improve your
health, lighten your mood, increase your metabolism, or boost your energy. Tea has so many health benefits, from
preventing cardiovascular disease to burning calories, it's no wonder so many people are choosing this classic beverage
over coffee and carbonated soft drinks. If you'd like to experience the benefits and healing properties of drinking tea,
here's all you need to know about: The many different types of tea, including green, black, white, oolong, and pu'erh teas.
Herbal teas, kombucha, and other infusions. The use of tea as medicine throughout history. Buying and brewing the most
healthful teas. Developing your own de-stressing tea traditions. Using tea in cooking and creating natural beauty
products. With essential advice on brewing the perfect cup and storing your tea, The Everything Healthy Tea Book will be
your go-to reference for all things tea!
A warm mug of strong tea was always grandma’s solution to a bad day, and it turns out she may have been on to
something! Discover the healing properties of herbal teas in this comprehensive guide to blending and brewing your own
steamy concoctions. Kathleen Brown includes recipes for teas to care for the head, throat, gut, nervous system, lungs,
bones, joints, and more. Whether you seek to soothe body, soul, or both, you’ll find the perfect brew.
Taking medicine just got a whole lot sweeter! Honey is well known for its healing properties. When infused with the
additional benefits of medicinal herbs and fruits, it turns natural remedies that can be unpleasant tasting into a treat to
take. Author Dawn Combs makes these traditional herbal honeys — called “electuaries” — and has created her own
formulations for addressing a variety of common health ailments. With Sweet Remedies, readers will learn her methods
for making electuaries in their home kitchens, using recipes that range from Ache Ease and Sleep Well to Heartful and
Calcium for Kids, along with instructions for making simple honey infusions and oxymels — a combination of herbs, honey,
and vinegar. Additional recipes offer creative ways to get a daily dose of healing by using herbal honeys in no-bake
cookies, smoothies, cocktails, candies, and more. For those with access to the hive, Combs includes an overview of
other bee-produced products with healing properties — including pollen, propolis, and royal jelly — and offers advice on
how to harvest them sustainably.
Healing Herbal TeasLearn to Blend 101 Specially Formulated Teas for Stress Management, Common Ailments, Seasonal Health,
and Immune SupportStorey Publishing
Freshly blended herbal teas offer more healing power than do pre-packaged tea bags. In Healing Herbal Teas, master herbalist
and author Sarah Farr serves up 101 original recipes that not only offer health advantages but also taste great. Formulations to
benefit each body system and promote well-being include Daily Adrenal Support, Inflammation Reduction, and Digestive Tonic.
Additional recipes that address seasonal needs such as allergy relief or immune support will attune you to the cycles of nature,
while instruction on the art of tea blending will teach you how to develop your own signature mixtures to give your body exactly
what it needs. This book is an enchanting and delectable guide to blending and brewing power-packed herbal teas at home.
This book shows how to plant, maintain, harvest and enjoy a productive backyard tea garden, with a comprehensive survey of all
the crops that make delicious tea drinks, plus advice on cultivation, harvesting, drying, storing and brewing.
Homegrown Tea explains how to grow a large variety of plants in your own garden, on a balcony or even on a window sill could
become your tea cupboard. It shows you how to grow your tea from seeds, cuttings, or small plants, as well as which parts of the
plant are used to make tea. Liversidge lays out when and how to harvest your plants, as well as information on how to prepare the
plant, including how to dry tea leaves to make tea you can store to last you throughout the year. As a guide to using tea to make
you feel better, there are nutritional and medicinal benefits. Finally, there is an illustrated guide to show how to make up fresh and
dried teabags and how to serve a delicious homegrown tea. It is sustainable way to look at a beverage, which is steeped in history
and tradition. Sample drinks include well-known plants such as rose hips, mint, sage, hibiscus, and lavender, as well as more
obscure ones like chicory, angelica, apple geranium, and lemon verbena.
? 55% discount for bookstores! Now at $24.95 of $39.95! ? Have you heard of African Medicinal Herbs?What is the difference
between African Medicinal Herbs with other Medicinal Herbs? The plant's roots are used as a traditional medicine in African
countries. The roots are boiled in water, which is often strained and taken as a tea or broth. In some African areas, the pounded
root can be mixed with milk to make a kind of pudding. African Medicinal Herb is a plant that is used widely in traditional African
medicine. It is used as an herbal treatment for various diseases and conditions, including fatigue, diarrhea, hypertension,
depression, etc. It can be found in different parts of Africa like Nigeria, Senegal, and Congo. The herb can also be found in many
parts of the world as well. The use of African Medicinal Herb is for healing, a traditional medicinal ingredient, and even for spiritual
purposes. The ceremonies performed using the African Medicinal Herb are known to be effective in many different ways. Using
African Medicinal Herb as a remedy for arthritis is known to be one of its primary uses, but it is also used as a prophylaxis
measure against heart diseases. The uses of African medicinal herbs are varied from spiritual to practical. It can be used to treat
diabetes and to cure liver disease. It also helps in producing proteins and is used as a tonic for sexual potency in men. The dried
aerial part of African Medicinal Herb is used to treat kidney stones because kidney stones mixed with the urinary tract will affect
stone formation in the human body. African medicinal herbs are also used to treat high blood pressure, and it can also be used as
a remedy for headaches, and it helps prevent the onset of heart disease. The African Medicinal Herbs have been used for a long
time in Africa. Someone interested in herbs will find that this area of the world has an abundance of herbs. The use of these types
of herbs is prevalent, and they are often used by many people in the community, not just as a cure but also for beauty purposes.
African Medicinal Herb is very effective in treating some types of diseases, one example being Malaria, which is rich with the use
of particular African medicinal herb-based medicines made from extracts. African Medicinal Herb is a plant that is used widely in
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traditional African medicine. It is used as an herbal treatment for various diseases and conditions, including fatigue, diarrhea,
hypertension, depression, etc. It can be found in different parts of Africa like Nigeria, Senegal, and Congo. The herb can also be
found in many parts of the world as well. The use of African Medicinal Herb is for healing, a traditional medicinal ingredient, and
even for spiritual purposes. The ceremonies performed using the African Medicinal Herb are known to be effective in many
different ways. Using African Medicinal Herb as a remedy for arthritis is known to be one of its primary uses, but it is also used as
a prophylaxis measure against heart diseases. Ready to get started? Click "Buy Now"!
“Perfect for anyone just beginning in herbal medicine.” —Mother Earth Living Start your path to natural wellness with the safe,
trusted advice found in The Herbal Apothecary. With the guidance of naturopath JJ Pursell, you will learn how to safely create your
own remedies using plants you know and love. Incorporating traditional wisdom and scientific information, The Herbal Apothecary
provides an accessible and comprehensive introduction to plant-based medicine. It features profiles of the 100 of the most
important medicinal plants that include information on medicinal uses, identification and cultivation, and recipes for common
concerns. Additional information includes step-by-step instructions for making herbal teas, tinctures, compresses, salves, and
more. This comprehensive guide includes treatments for men, women, and children that address a variety of concerns including
muscle strain, the flu, the common cold, insomnia, anxiety, and much more.
Brewing tea has been a common practice since ancient times not only because due to its distinct flavor but also for its natural
healing benefits. Apart from water, tea is recognized as the least expensive and healthiest form of beverage. Tea is indeed
nature's gift to man, it contains potent antioxidants that promote well-being and has the ability to delay the signs of aging. Drinking
tea can help improve our mood, it gives us a soothing feeling and our comfort amid our stressful, busy lives.Among the most
popular social beverages, freshly brewed tea contains zero calories that can aid in healthy weight loss. Hence, it makes a better
alternative to a regular soda which is loaded with sugar and chemicals that can pose risk to our health. This herbal tea Recipes
book provides you with a great collection of delicious herbal tea recipes which can assist you in creating that perfect tea blendThis
herbal tea recipes book contains simple natural remedies for various health disorders. This Healing Herbal Infusions book provides
over 90+ herbs, spices, fruit blended herbal tea recipes, each with their key ingredients, and benefits. In this book, you will
learnHistory of teaCultivation and harvesting of teaTea Making ProcessTea BlendingDifferent Types of teas and their benefitsTea
Making EquipmentMedicinal herbs and their benefitsRemedial and medicinal teasCommon ailments TeasWomen's Wellness
TeaMedicinal Tea blendsTea Faq's
JJ Pursell, the bestselling author of The Herbal Apothecary, is back with a complete, one-stop resource for herbal remedies that
heal and nurture the whole family. Master Recipes from the Herbal Apothecary offers safe, trusted natural remedies written by a
board certified naturopathic physician. It starts with master recipes for tinctures, salves, teas, capsules, oils washes, and more.
Once you understand how to make these basic formulations, you can access the more than 375 specific recipes that address a
range of health concerns from the common cold and headaches to insomnia and digestive issues. Comprehensive, thoroughly
researched, and beautifully packaged, Master Recipes from the Herbal Apothecary you be your guide for a more natural path
toward sustained health and wellness.

More than just a warm and comforting drink, tea has medicinal properties that are widely underused in North America.
Common herbs, spices, fruits, and barks have been scientifically proven to help relieve pain, menopause symptoms, high
blood pressure, insomnia, stress, and digestive angst. When taken preventatively, certain herbs in tea can help fight off
cancer cells, heart disease, and even Alzheimer’s disease and fibromyalgia. By learning about what these various
natural ingredients are capable of and how they work, readers can begin to treat many ailments with what grows in their
gardens—plants that have been used in eastern medicine for thousands of years. The Good Living Guide to Medicinal
Tea invites readers into a world of medicinal plants, instructs on the specific healing properties of each, matches them to
ten common North American health disorders, and provides simple tea recipes readers can make in their own homes.
Late Japanese author Okakura Kakuzo has been famously quoted as saying, “Tea began as a medicine and grew into a
beverage.” The Good Living Guide to Medicinal Tea encourages readers to turn their favorite drink back into
medicine—and outlines exactly how to accomplish this. With the help of beautiful photographs and an easy dialogue,
Jennifer Browne clearly explains to readers how teatime can garner impressive health benefits. Skyhorse Publishing,
along with our Good Books and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of cookbooks, including books on
juicing, grilling, baking, frying, home brewing and winemaking, slow cookers, and cast iron cooking. We’ve been
successful with books on gluten-free cooking, vegetarian and vegan cooking, paleo, raw foods, and more. Our list
includes French cooking, Swedish cooking, Austrian and German cooking, Cajun cooking, as well as books on jerky,
canning and preserving, peanut butter, meatballs, oil and vinegar, bone broth, and more. While not every title we publish
becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Craft a soothing aloe lotion after an encounter with poison ivy, make a dandelion-burdock tincture to fix sluggish
digestion, and brew up some lavender-lemon balm tea to ease a stressful day. In this introductory guide, Rosemary
Gladstar shows you how easy it can be to make your own herbal remedies for life’s common ailments. Gladstar profiles
33 common healing plants and includes advice on growing, harvesting, preparing, and using herbs in healing tinctures,
oils, and creams. Stock your medicine cabinet full of all-natural, low-cost herbal preparations.
Guide to making herbal teas.
Still considered the definitive work on medicinal herbs and their uses after two decades, the Handbook of Medicinal
Herbs has undergone a long-anticipated revision. In the second edition, world-renowned ethnobotanist James A. Duke
provides up-to-date data on over 800 of the world’s most important medicinal plant species. The book contains more
species, phytochemicals, proven indications, folk indications, and dosage data than the first edition in a new easier to use
format. The in-depth content, the addition of color plates and over 200 black and white illustrations makes this book the
most comprehensive resource on medicinal herbs available. NEW IN THE SECOND EDITION: · Over 100 color plates, 4
color maps · Over 200 black and white illustrations · Over 800 medicinal plants — more than twice as many as the
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previous edition organized alphabetically by common name · More herbs from the African, Ayurvedic, Chinese, and Jamu
traditions EASY ACCESS TO INFORMATION YOU NEED Designed to give you fast access to the information you need
on a regular basis, this new edition is organized more systematically than any other medicinal herb publication. The
entries are now arranged alphabetically by common name with the scientific name in parenthesis. Major synonyms are
also provided. · It has become increasingly clear that there are hundreds of biologically active compounds, often additive
or synergistic, in all our plants, foods, spices, herbs, medicinal, and poisonous plants. The debate continues on how
these plants work and how they should be used. Blending scientific fact with folk uses and the author’s personal
experience, Handbook of Medicinal Herbs, Second Edition provides the most well rounded discussions of safety,
efficacy, toxicity, and rational use found in any herbal reference.
It can be quite satisfying to sit down to drink a freshly-steeped cup of tea, especially if you have grown the tea ingredients
right in your own backyard! Herbal teas are a gentle way to include healing herbs in your everyday routine. While they
don't have the potency that other herbal preparations have, teas can be a safe way to consume a little dose of an herb
regularly throughout the day and over a long period of time. This can be beneficial for chronic imbalances or to support
more rigorous treatments for health and wellness. Whether you have a small space or a large plot of land, you can
always fit in a tea garden. Discover some new tea blends, learn about the different health benefits of certain plants in
addition to how to start your own tea garden. Essentially this is book is the pathway to learning the seeds to cup version
of how to create your very own tea blends with ingredients that you can grow in your own backyard.
Lost your zest for life? Feeling tired and sluggish? Need a health boost? Reach for a soothing cup of herbal tea and
harness the extraordinary power of nature's most potent healing ingredients. With more than 70 expertly formulated
recipes for tasty, soothing, caffeine-free infusions, tea tips to help you get the most from your brew, and a comprehensive
directory of herbal ingredients and their active properties and benefits, you can blend, brew and sip your way to
wellbeing.
Herbal teas have their own characteristic virtues. Some are slightly stimulating, others are soothing and induce quiet
sleep or act as tranquilizers. Many are tonics that can bring an "out-of-gear" system back to complete health. The author
describes a wide range of tea-making herbs and gives instructions for their preparation and use. New edition of the
classic best-seller.
Apple cider vinegar has a long history as a folk remedy for a variety of health conditions and, as a result, has achieved
something akin to cult status among natural health enthusiasts. But many people don’t realize that there is a whole world
of options beyond store-bought ACV or distilled white vinegar. In fact, vinegar can be made from anything with
fermentable sugar, whether leftover juicing pulp or brown bananas, wildflowers or beer. With her in-depth guide, Kirsten
K. Shockey takes readers on a deep dive into the wide-ranging possibilities alive in this ancient condiment, health tonic,
and global kitchen staple. In-depth coverage of the science of vinegar and the basics of equipment, brewing, bottling, and
aging gives readers the foundational skills and knowledge for fermenting their own vinegar. Then the real journey begins,
as the book delves into the many methods and ingredients for making vinegars, from apple cider to red wine to rice to
aged balsamic. Along the way, Shockey shares insights into vinegar-making traditions around the world and her own
recipes for making vinegar tonics, infused vinegars, and oxymels.
Working with 12 common herbs, Amy Jirsa offers recipes and ideas to open your mind, strengthen your body, and nourish your
spirit. In-depth profiles show you how to unlock the powerful properties of calendula, chamomile, cinnamon, dandelion, echinacea,
elder, ginger, holy basil, lavender, nettle, rose, and turmeric through delicious teas and foods, luxurious salves, skin and hair care
treatments, complementary yoga poses, and meditations. Discover the natural keys to radiant health and wellness.
Learn how to make your own herbal tea blend by combining herbs, dried fruits and flowers. Making your own herb tea might be
easier than you think!
In quick-study format, this book profiles 45 common herbs with extraordinary healing potential. Each profile outlines the herb's
major constituents, physiological effects, traditional applications, contraindications, and flavor, as well as its growth habits both in
the wild and in the garden.
“An informative, user-friendly guide, Healing Herbal Infusions is brimming with great remedies, recipes and wise herbal advice.”
—Rosemary Gladstar Easy, All-Natural Remedies for Life’s Aches and Pains Treat ailments the natural way with organic health
remedies made from herbs found in your own garden, yard or neighborhood, without resorting to risky medications or
prescriptions. These herbal infusions are incredibly easy to make—all you have to do is infuse fresh or dried herbs in a liquid to
draw out the healing properties, and you get an amazing homemade remedy that will truly work for you and your family. Make your
own herbal treatments for common cold and flu symptoms, such as Fever-Reducing Tea, Pine Needle Cough Syrup, and Sage,
Marshmallow & Ginger Sore Throat Tea. Ease muscle and body aches with Arnica Salve for Sprains & Bruises and Basil, Thyme
& Oregano Tea for Chronic Pain, and soothe digestion with Prebiotic Honey Electuary and Herbal Vinegar Infusion for Heartburn.
Nourish your skin, lips, hair and, most importantly, your inner well-being with infusions such as Healing Flower-Whipped Body
Butter, Relaxing Herbal Face Steam and De-Stress Tea. Save money and avoid harsh chemicals by infusing your own cures for
burns, cuts, scrapes, dry skin, flaky scalp and even a baby’s diaper rash, plus so much more! Each recipe features helpful info,
safety tips and dosage recommendations for adults and children. With 75 homemade treatments, this book is the go-to modern
resource to support your entire family’s wellness the all-natural way. Learn more at: www.growforagecookferment.com/healingherbal-infusions
Promote vibrant health and radiant beauty, soothe everyday ailments, and ease persistent stress with these simple, natural cures
for everything from dry skin and infant colic to cold symptoms and insomnia. Renowned herbalist Rosemary Gladstar provides 175
proven therapies and herbal remedies that are easy to prepare and safe enough for children. Offering a potent and effective
alternative to commercial pharmaceuticals, Gladstar will inspire you to nurture yourself and those you love with nature’s healing
herbs.
Since 1973, Storey's Country Wisdom Bulletins have offered practical, hands-on instructions designed to help readers master
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dozens of country living skills quickly and easily. There are now more than 170 titles in this series, and their remarkable popularity
reflects the common desire of country and city dwellers alike to cultivate personal independence in everyday life.
Did you know that yellow dock syrup can increase iron? That herbal tea with lemon balm and passionflower can ease migraines?
Inside The Woman’s Handbook of Healing Herbs are simple and practical herbal remedies for women to use in the day-to-day
care of their bodies and their souls. Learn how to start an organic garden, gather your herbs and flowers, and prepare them. More
than just a how-to book, The Woman’s Handbook of Herbal Healing is a handbook of empowerment and kindness that every
woman should own.
In Healing Herbal Teas, you'll find profiles of forty-five common herbs with extraordinary therapeutic potential, along with advice on
obtaining, storing, and brewing teas from them. Have a specific health concern you'd like to address? Author Brigitte Mars offers
more than 100 simple formulas for a vast range of health concerns, from relieving allergy symptoms to clearing up the skin to
nourishing a growing baby in utero. Want to customize your own herbal blends? Mars, who is often applauded for her ability to
bring together the wisdom of disparate healing traditions, shows you how, offering basic guidelines as well as theories from
different cultures and eras. And, as Mars explains, teas are not just for sipping! For treating everything from wounds and rashes to
sore muscles, colds and flu, and dandruff, try topical applications of tea.
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